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Flute

G Minor *

\[\begin{align*}
\text{\(\text{G}\text{ Major}\)} & : & \text{\(\text{G}\text{, B, D, F#, A, C, E}\)} \\
\text{\(\text{G}\text{ Minor}\)} & : & \text{\(\text{G, Bb, D, F, A, C, E}\)}
\end{align*}\]

G# Minor - Enharmonic Equivalent of Ab

A Minor

Bb Minor

B Minor

C Minor

* - Starting Pitch of the Most Common First Octave Learned
** - Either Octave is Common for the First Octave Learned
C# Minor - Enharmonic Equivalent of Db

D Minor

Eb Minor

E Minor

F Minor

F# Minor - Enharmonic Equivalent of Gb

* - Starting Pitch of the Most Common First Octave Learned
** - Either Octave is Common for the First Octave Learned